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DECEMBER 2016
Spread Good Cheer

Doing good can make you feel good
and possibly add years to your life.
Performing a kind act releases the
hormone oxytocin, which can lower stress
and produce a calming effect. Research
shows people who consistently practice
simple good deeds, such as holding a door
open and complimenting someone, as well
as more involved charitable acts like
volunteering, experience health benefits
that may contribute to a longer and
happier life.

December Stargazing
December is an ideal time to spot the

constellation Orion, which shines brightest
on winter nights. After dark, face south and
look for Orion’s trademark belt of three
stars lined up neatly in a row.

Snow Art
Snowmen built in the Middle Ages were

considered an art form rather than snow
day play. In 1494, after a heavy snowfall,
the ruler of Florence, Italy, commissioned a
young Michelangelo to create a statue of
snow for his mansion’s courtyard.

Don’t Save the Worst for Last
Put your hardest exercises or those you

like least in the middle of your workout.
Think of them as the top of the hill. When
you reach that point, you’ll be more
motivated to finish knowing the rest of your
routine is all downhill.

MEET THE STAFF
Cheryl Beach - Manager

Sarah Kelly - Asst. Manager
Cameron Carpenter - Asst. Manager

Joe Brummitt - Maintenance
Kevin Cherry - Maintenance

Wes Lloyd-Maintenance
Larry Zuniga - Courtesy Officer

OFFICE HOURS
Monday - Friday -- 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Saturday -- Closed
Sunday -- Closed
SHE’S BACK!!!

After the birth of her handsome young
man Harrison! We welcome back Sarah!
Feel free to stop in and say hello and wish
her congratulations!

Christmas Party
We will be having our annual Christmas

Party on Thursday, December 1st from
6-7pm. Come celebrate the holiday season
with us, enjoy some refreshments, meet
your neighbors and win door prizes!

Amazing Herbs: Lavender
With a name derived from the Latin verb

lavare, which means “to wash,” it’s no surprise
that the fresh fragrance of lavender is used often
in bath and laundry products. The herb also has a
wide range of culinary uses, ranging from savory
sauces to soothing teas to sweet ice cream.
Lavender’s essential oils are known to produce a
relaxing effect, and may help lower blood
pressure, relieve sore muscles and promote more
restful sleep.

Avoid Shipping
Fees

When purchasing
items online, try to
avoid paying
shipping fees. Many
sites offer free
shipping with a
minimum purchase
or coupon code. For
details, go to
FreeShipping.org.

A Warm
Investment

If your hands and
feet tend to get cold,
try wearing a fleece
vest. It will insulate
your body’s core,
specifically the heart
and lungs, and in
turn, warm the blood
flow to your
extremities.







1892: With music composed by 

Peter Tchaikovsky, “The Nutcracker” 

ballet premieres in St. Petersburg, 

Russia.

1913: The nation’s first drive-in gas 

station opens in Pittsburgh.

1923: U.S. President Calvin 

Coolidge’s speech to a joint session 

of Congress is the first presidential 

address broadcast on radio.

1932: Radio City Music Hall opens in 

New York City.

1941: British Prime Minister Winston 

Churchill visits Washington, D.C., to 

discuss war strategy with U.S. 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

1956: Weighing 4 pounds, a baby 

gorilla is born at Ohio’s Columbus 

Zoo. Named Colo, she was the first 

gorilla born in captivity.

1964: Civil rights leader Martin 

Luther King Jr. accepts the Nobel 

Peace Prize at ceremonies in Oslo.

1972: Astronauts of Apollo 17 

complete NASA’s last mission to 

the moon.

1989: The animated TV series “The 

Simpsons” premieres. It is now the 

longest-running American sitcom.

1997: “Titanic” opens in movie 

theaters nationwide. The epic 

romance about the doomed 

ocean liner went on to win 

11 Academy Awards and remains 

the second-highest-grossing film of 

all time.

2000: Colin Powell becomes the first 

African-American secretary of state.

2004: Taiwan’s skyscraper Taipei 101 

is inaugurated and stands as the 

world’s tallest building at 1,666 feet. 

It held the record until 2010.

2007: The New England Patriots 

become the first NFL team in 

35 years to finish the season 

undefeated.
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